April 14, 2017
Dear Shareholder,
The past two weeks have been exciting and encouraging. Following years of dedicated research by our
engineering staff, supported primarily by your financial commitments and perseverance, I am pleased to
report that the Hansen Supercharger™ became a subject of keen interest and relevance at the SAE 2017
World Congress” held annually in Detroit’ Cobo Hall. This “Event” is the key world-wide automotive
engineering forum supported and attended by automakers and their suppliers.
Hansen Staff provided a “Paper” co-authored with two engineers from Ford Motor Company on April 5.
The paper was well-received with more than one hundred guests seated resulting in “standing room only
accommodation.” This was followed by a Staff “Learning Lab Presentation” on April 6 which discussed
the trajectory that the new Hansen Supercharger™ is likely to take as it challenges current supercharger
and turbocharger art. At the Company’s Exhibit Booth, hundreds of engineers from industry and
academia stopped to engage Craig and Paul as they daily provided scores of hands-on explanations of the
structure, theory of operation, applications, and benefits to be realized from the new supercharger. The
attached page evidences the presence and participation of Hansen staff with attendees at the Event.
The value and favorable reception of this first public disclosure of the Hansen Supercharger™ at a forum
of this professional level would be difficult to overstate. Rather than seeking to communicate my
understandably subjective opinion, I am attaching a letter from a senior consultant. He has been engaged
from time to time to augment the management team’s capabilities, wisdom, and experience in gaining
traction with a new technology in a major industry. I believe that his comments define our recent
experiences in Detroit. They also signal the relevance and magnitude of the opportunity. Second, you
will note a page that communicates the opinions and reaction of two automotive trade journalists. Their
comments are independently sourced and no consideration was provided to them or their publishers. Both
signal that Hansen’s technology appears to be competitive and pertinent to auto industry interest.
Of course, the key to building value and gaining a financial return which this opportunity can help
provide lies in staff and ally follow-up. Hansen management must gain credence, relevance, and
timeliness sufficient to motivate one or more companies to negotiate to license, acquire, or otherwise
secure ownership of Hansen Engine Corporation. In addition to Mr. Jacobs, the Hansen team includes
Mr. Jacob Schlaeger, President, Graham/Harper Consulting, Minneapolis. His firm provides company to
company transaction expertise. Jacob accompanied and supported Hansen management presence at the
Detroit Event and is participating in the effort to identify and consummate a transaction in 2017.
I believe that growing evidence suggests that we are moving closer to our transaction goal for 2017. If
successfully introduced in production, the Hansen Variable Displacement Supercharger™ could become
profoundly disruptive of current art. This contingency can create extreme defensiveness within an
industry where revenues, income, and assets are counted in the billions of dollars. Change is expensive
and can obsolete and erode earlier investments. Aggressive, competent, persistent, yet cordial efforts are
required to make headway. Innovation also requires sustained financial support. Hansen maintains a lean
operation. I am confident that in the weeks ahead our shareholders, and if required, other new investors,
will smell the coffee, step up, provide the capital required utilizing our 7% Preferred Stock with a Stock
Warrant attached. Management and its allies can then focus fully upon securing a favorable transaction.
With gratitude for your support and confidence,
Robert D. Hansen
Chairman/CEO
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The Hansen team ready to introduce the new technology

Craig and Paul engage two parties simultaneously, a
common occurrence during the exhibition

Craig Hansen teaching the operating principles of the
Hansen Variable Displacement Supercharger™

Paul Cross explaining the Hansen Variable Displacement
Supercharger™ to an auto industry journalist

Bob Hansen making industry connections at the exhibit

Paul Cross presenting a PowerPoint and animation to
teach the concepts of the Hansen Variable Displacement
Supercharger™ during the “SAE Learning Lab”

http://www.motortrend.com/news/12‐future‐car‐technologies‐sae‐world‐congress/

http://www.designworldonline.com/sightings‐cool‐technology‐saes‐wcx2017‐world‐congress/8/

